Carers supporting mobility transitions for drivers with cognitive decline: Road safety issues
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Background: Cognitive impairments can influence an individual’s ability to drive safely. If deficits are due to a progressive disease like dementia, driving cessation is inevitable. Carers¹ may express concern about and attempt to modify driving behaviours. There is little in the published literature about the role of carers in identifying driver declines and managing mobility transitions. This phenomenon is important to understand as the demographics of our population changes, we have more people surviving to an older age and the incidence of dementia increases (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011; Access Economics, 2009).

Rationale and Aims: Given the ageing population and reliance of older Australians on the private car for transport (Alsnih & Hensher, 2003), licensing authorities, health practitioners and the community in general will encounter increasing numbers of older people for whom community mobility may be associated with mobility challenges and increased road safety risks. Carers of drivers with dementia provide support and make decisions on a regular basis regarding potentially difficult issues including mobility transitions and driving cessation (Perkinson et al., 2005). This study gathered information from carers about their experiences of supporting drivers with chronic health conditions. Details about carer perceptions of events indicative of driving skill decline, and the strategies, and resources they utilised to manage challenges and risks, were collected. This evidence is important to inform policy, programs and interventions to support both drivers and carers.

Method: A cross-sectional design was chosen to give a profile of the experiences of carers within one time span (three years of a driving transition period) (Schofield & Knauss, 2010). Purposive recruitment via Alzheimer’s Australia (Victoria), and other agencies, as well as convenience sampling methods were used to recruit participants from within Victoria, Australia. A detailed anonymous, self completion questionnaire consisting of 30 closed and open ended response items was used to collect data. Participants were encouraged to add comments throughout to provide the opportunity to express their experiences in their own words (De Vaus, 2002). Descriptive statistics and content analyses were applied to data collected.

Results: Forty participants (carers) completed questionnaires: participants had a mean age of 55 years and were most often the driver’s child (n=23), another family member (n=8) or spouse (n=7). Twenty eight participants provided care on at least a weekly basis. Participants described 40 drivers (23 male and 17 female) whose mean age was 80 years with declines in driving ability associated with diagnosed dementia, mental illness, other neurological conditions and often accompanied by low insight. Most participants rated driver health status as either fair or poor for physical health (n=27), psychosocial health (n=25) and cognitive health (n=29). Twenty five of the drivers held a valid licence and 20 were still active drivers. Only four of the carers for this latter group felt comfortable about driving continuation whilst

¹ Carers will be used to denote family members, neighbours or significant others who support an individual to manage driving transitions.
others had mixed feelings (n=10) or were uncomfortable (n=6), many detailing concerns related to safety, risk of social isolation and inflexibility regarding using alternative forms of transport (n=18).

Events triggering carer concerns frequently included patterns of unsafe driving behaviours including being easily distracted, misjudging distances, driving too fast for conditions and difficulty with lane keeping (n=26). Respondents also reported triggers such as other people expressing concern (n=21), minor crashes (n=14), scrapes (n=14), unsafe vehicle operation (n=13) or inattention to road rules (n=11). Participants reflected on the time they were most concerned about their care recipient. They rated the likelihood of the driver causing harm to themselves or others while performing common activities of daily living as medium-to-high risk for driving (n=32) and cooking (n=22). The majority of participants believed the driver to be at moderate-to-high risk of minor incidents or violations (n=36) and more than half felt the driver was at risk of major incidents (n=25). Participants reported that most of the drivers denied any driving difficulties when attempts were made to discuss concerns; many became upset, hostile or expressed feeling targeted.

Participants applied practical strategies and sought professional assistance, with varying degrees of success. Many participants talked with family (n=34) and/or doctors (n=23). With regard to the latter, many felt consultations were only useful when health professionals “took the blame” for initiating assessments and recommending driving cessation as this helped to redirect decision making and tension away from the carers. Participants also reporting hiding the car keys (n=11) or selling/removing the car (n=10). The highest effectiveness ratings for strategies were reported for transporting the driver (n=20) and/or offering to visit more frequently (n=15). Recommendations participants offered to other carers were most commonly “be pro-active” and act early (n=23), plan and research the health condition and its’ consequences (n=11), and communicate frequently (n=8). Significance: Carers play a significant role in identifying at-risk drivers, managing mobility transitions and optimising their road safety. A safe system approach requires (a) working with stakeholders to support both carers and drivers (b) community and health professional education to increase awareness of driving skill changes associated with chronic health conditions, and (c) promotion of assessment and licensing options.
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